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Logistics distribution plays an important role in the operation of e-commerce firms.+is paper considers two logistics distribution
modes with service competition: the e-commerce platform self-distribution (SDL) mode and third-party logistics (TPL) mode. By
introducing consumer behavior into the model, we examine the competition between two firms with the same functionalities in
the context of e-commerce. According to the real scene, we build the corresponding mathematical optimization model. Each firm
needs to decide a logistics distribution mode and a corresponding price for the selected logistics mode. We first analyze the two
firms chosen logistics modes and prices simultaneously and then extend it to Stackelberg game situation. We find out the optimal
strategy for two firms. Finally, we propose numerical analysis to identify our models and provide a series of managerial insights.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology and
electricity economy, the proliferations of economic global-
ization have created enormous e-commerce marketplaces.
Numerous e-commerce platforms like JD.com and Amazon.
com have emerged in recent years.

A crucial part coinciding with e-commerce operation is
logistics distribution. Shu and Sun [1] considered an inte-
grated distribution network design problem for an inte-
grated supply chain. +ere are two major types of logistics
distribution modes: the e-commerce platform SDL mode
and TPL mode. To reduce the burden of e-commerce en-
terprises in a degree, those companies outsource their lo-
gistics functions to TPL providers. As indicated by Ellinger
et al. [2], TPL service providers have been increasing the
investments in expanding their capacities and major
e-commerce players. A large number of practices have been
carried out in the e-commerce logistics [3]. However, lo-
gistics outsourcing may fail to meet the customers’ high level
of logistics requirements. Some e-commerce platforms must
establish SDL system. Lee and Whang [4] proved that many
platforms choose to build their own logistics service net-
work, because the logistics service quality, especially the

last-mile service, is one of the most important factors for
successful e-commerce business. Ellinger et al. [2] said that
JD.com has invested heavily in creating their own logistics
facilities like distribution centers. JD.com had 7 major lo-
gistics centers nationwide and operated 166 large ware-
houses in 44 cities by the end of 2015.

For e-commerce firms, it is important to decide on
choosing a better distribution mode and set the corre-
sponding price strategy. We can find that the same goods on
the same e-commerce platform may set different prices due
to different distribution modes. Chen et al. [5] considered
the pricing and inventory decision-making under an online
retailer and an offline retailer with cooperative situation. For
consumers, logistics service is also an important basis for
their choice of e-commerce firms. For e-commerce firms, if
they choose the e-commerce platform SDL mode, it means
that e-commerce firms can better manage logistics services
and shape their own service brands, making them one of
their core competitiveness areas. But it is inevitable that they
must invest a lot of money, and it is difficult to get a large
logistics coverage in a short time. On the contrary, if they
choose TPL, they can reduce the funds invested in logistics
services and rapidly access to a wide range of logistics
coverage. But the level of logistics services of TPL service
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providers is mixed, and e-commerce firms are difficult to
form effective constraints and management for the hired
TPL companies.

+ere are two important factors to consider when
making pricing and logistics decisions. One concern is
competition among homogeneous firms. E-commerce firms
are in a constantly changing environment. To survive and
develop, e-commerce firms need to cope with the price and
logistics policies pressure of competitors. From game theory,
the utility of the firms is not only depending on its own
choices but also depending on the choice of its competitors.
E-commerce firms need to consider how to adopt the right
pricing and logistics strategies to make them in a favorable
position in the market competition. +e other concern is
consumer behavior, consumers have service and price
sensitivity, as well as channel preference, which could be
measured by consumer utility. Consumer utility refers to the
degree of satisfaction that a commodity brings to consumers.
+e utility function is the relationship between the utility
acquired by consumers and the quantity of goods purchased.
To realize the win-win situation between the customer and
the logistics service vender, as well as maximize the value of
the customer, Wang and Sang [6] analyzed the relationships
between the TPL and supply chain members under an
e-commerce environment. Choudhary et al. [7] assumed
that consumers have different preferences in two distribu-
tion modes.

During the past decades, research on logistics distri-
bution modes in the e-commerce context is increasingly
important. Researchers have deep research on e-commerce
logistics. E-commerce logistics can be analyzed in various
ways, including a case study approach, multiple discriminate
analysis, interpretive structural modeling, and an investment
model [8–11]. Although there have been many studies on
e-commerce logistics, there is still limited analysis that fo-
cuses on the competitive firm’s pricing and logistics deci-
sions, especially those taking potential factors into account
such as consumer behavior.

To fill this gap, this paper aims to investigate the
competitive e-commerce firms’ pricing and logistics policies.
By introducing consumer behavior into the model, we ex-
amine the competition between two firms with the same
functionalities in the context of e-commerce. We first an-
alyze the two firms chosen logistics modes and prices si-
multaneously and then extend it to Stackelberg game
situation. E-commerce firms need to solve three problems
while determining the optimal price and logistics strategy.
First, how can competitive e-commerce firms make their
own decisions based on the strategies of their competitors?
Second, how does consumer behavior affect e-commerce
firms’ pricing and logistics decisions? +ird, under different
decision-making situations, how to establish the optimal
model of e-commerce firms?

+e class of literature relevant to the work in this paper
falls into pricing and logistics decisions. With the devel-
opment of e-commerce and the fierce competition in lo-
gistics industry, studies on the firms’ pricing and logistics
decisions have been increasing since the last decade. Mu
et al. [12] developed a congestion pricing model for

achieving efficient e-commerce logistics. Chen et al. [13]
derived two different pricing strategies and three game
theoretic models to address the reverse logistics of a green
supply chain with environmentally conscious customers.
+ese studies highlight the problem of price strategy in
logistics. Chu et al. [14] investigated the logistics service
innovation by TPL mode providers in China. We can find
that, in the previous studies, there was little attention paid to
SDL mode, and few considered the choice of the SDL mode
and TPL, as well as the price strategy at the same time.

Our work is related to previous research on consumer
behavior. It is obvious that consumer behavior can influence
the consumer’s purchase decision. Veena and Gopinath [15]
revealed that the strategic customers play an important role
in service providers’ decisions. In this paper, we mainly
consider the price and service sensitivity and their prefer-
ences for different logistics modes. +ere are some re-
searches in overlapping areas but is not exhaustive on our
problem. Tong et al. [16] considered the consumers’ pref-
erences on environmental in a retailer-led supply chain, to
investigate the stability of the equilibrium solutions of the
evolutionary game. Qu et al. [17] proposed a robust decision
model in uncertain environment. Consumers exhibit al-
truistic environmental and “egoistic” brand preferences.
+ese literatures mainly focus on the characteristics of
consumer preferences.

Shin et al. [18] used conjoint analysis to estimated
consumer preference for mobile telecommunication service,
and the results indicated that consumer preferences for price
and service quality are the most valuable attributes. Cai et al.
[19] established the dynamic game relationship to coordi-
nate a vendor-managed inventory supply chain with service-
level sensitive customers, and related customer demand with
retailer’s service level. Zheng et al. [20] investigated the effect
of customer value and power structure on retail supply chain
product choice and pricing decisions. +ey defined the
customer value with price sensitive. Hu and Su [21] de-
veloped an algorithm to study a news vendor’s joint pro-
curement and pricing under the price-sensitive stochastic
demand. +ese literatures take consumer sensitivity as the
research factor. Based on previous studies, it is found that
scholars mainly consider one or two of the factors of
consumer behavior, but seldom consider the sensitivity and
preference of consumers together.

Another importance issue is competition among firms.
In this study, we focus on price competition and Stackelberg
game. Many scholars have also conducted certain research
on price competition and game theory. Kogan and El-
Ouardighi [22] addressed quality improvement in a com-
petitive duopoly market for partially substitutable products
and derived Nash equilibrium pricing and induced learning
effort dynamic policies. Hua et al. [23] examined the prices
and optimal decisions of delivery lead time in centralized
and decentralized dual-channel supply chain using the two-
stage optimization technique and Stackelberg game.
Eltoukhy et al. [24] developed a Stackelberg–Nash game
model and considered the price competition among
maintenance providers. Qu et al. [25] studied a govern-
ment’s optimal subsidies for energy-efficient products in a
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market with two competing firms.+ey derived the subgame
Nash equilibrium of the product prices and product effi-
ciency strategies. Feng et al. [26] considered a dual-recycling
reverse supply chain with price competition, where the
recyclable dealer acts as a Stackelberg game leader, and the
recycler acts as a follower. In this paper, we consider not only
the Stackelberg game, but also the simultaneous game of two
firms, which is also our innovation.

+e rest of this article is summarized as follows. Section 2
describes the basic problems and related assumptions and
constructs the corresponding model. In Section 3, according
to the model, the optimal strategies of two enterprises under
two scenarios of simultaneous decision-making and
Stackelberg game are analyzed. In Section 4, the sensitivity of
the parameters is analyzed numerically to verify the effec-
tiveness of the model. In Section 5, the main conclusions of
this paper are summarized.

2. Problem Description and Basic Assumptions

2.1. Problem Description. Introducing consumer price and
service sensitivity and preferences for different logistics
modes into the model, we examine the competition between
two firms with the same functionalities in the context of
e-commerce. We study the pricing and logistics strategies of
e-commerce firms under different game scenarios. +e in-
fluence of each parameter on firms’ decisions is also
analyzed.

We consider two decision scenarios: one is the simul-
taneous decision-making scenario, and the other is the
Stackelberg game scenario. Without loss of generality, we
believe that, under the situation of simultaneous decision-
making like Figures 1 and 2, two firms choose the same
logistics distribution mode. Currently, there is only price
competition between them. To occupy a favorable market
share, each firmmakes decisions according to its competitor.
Under this situation, the consumer demand in the market is
a linear relationship between the price of the two firms.
Consider the price decisions and profits of two firms when
they choose two logistics modes, respectively, in the context
of simultaneous decision-making.

Under the Stackelberg game scenario, one of the two
firms, as the leader, makes the price and logistics decisions
first. And the other one, as the follower, makes the corre-
sponding strategies according to the decisions of the leading
firm. +e two firms choose different logistics modes like
Figures 3 and 4. Meanwhile, in addition to the price com-
petition between the two firms, there is also competition in
the level of logistics services. Consumers have different
preferences for the two logistics distribution modes and are
sensitive to the level of logistics services. In this scenario, the
consumer’s purchase decision depends on the consumer’s
utility. According to the consumer utility, we can establish
the consumer demand model related to firms’ pricing and
logistics decisions. We first consider the situation that the
leader chooses the e-commerce platform SDL mode, and the
follower chooses the TPL, and then consider the situation
that the leader chooses the TPL, and the follower chooses the
e-commerce platform SDL mode. Analyze and compare the

price strategies and profits of the two firms in the two cases.
+e notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Basic Assumptions. Combined with the feasibility
analysis of the modeling of real-world scene, the following
basic assumptions are proposed in this paper.

(i) We assume an e-commerce firm who delivers to
consumers through the e-commerce platform SDL
mode or TPL mode.

(ii) We assume that consumers are rational persons,
and consumer behavior can be expressed as price
and service sensitivity and preference for different
logistics modes. Consumers’ preference for two
modes of logistics is different, in which customers’
acceptance of TPL is less than SDL, because the
service level provided by SDL is often better than
that of TPL, and consumers tend to accept SDL.
+ey would choose the logistics mode based on the
utility that consumers get. When consumer utility is
greater than zero, consumers prefer the logistics
mode, which makes them more efficient.

(iii) We assume that logistics service level can be
expressed by delivery time. +e delivery time of the
two modes is different; that is, the level of logistics
service is different. We assume that the service level
of SDL is higher than that of TPL, Ts <Tt.

3. Basic Model

Assume that there are two firms with the same function-
alities, indexed 1 and 2, competing on price and logistics
distribution model decisions in the context of e-commerce.

Firm 1 Firm 2

Consumers 

SDL mode

Figure 1: Logistics mode with SDL.

Firm 1 Firm 2

Consumers

TPL mode

Figure 2: Logistics mode with TPL.
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Each firm faces two major types of logistics distribution
modes: the e-commerce platform SDL and TPL. A firm i
(i� 1, 2) can choose either SDL or TPL and sets a corre-
sponding price pi. +e service level of the two logistics
distribution modes can be expressed as expected delivery
time Ta. To facilitate the calculation, we set the marginal cost
of the logistics service to zero when the firm chooses the
e-commerce platform SDL mode. When choosing the TPL
mode, the cost price that shall be paid to the TPL supplier is
w. +ere is a continuum of consumers, who make purchase
decisions from one of the two firms based on their evalu-
ation. In this paper, we introduce strategic consumer and
assume that consumers have price sensitivity α; service
sensitivity β; and acceptance of the TPL mode is θθ ∈ (0, 1),
and the acceptance of the e-commerce platform SDLmode is
1. +e consumer’s value of assessment for logistics service is

v, and it is a uniform distribution from 0 to 1, with the
submergence of consumers in the market being 1. At the
time of requesting a service, the consumer chooses the
service from the firm in a manner that maximizes his utility.
+e consumer’s utility is Us � θv − αpsi − βTs (SDL mode)
and Ut � v − αpti − βTt (TPL mode). For all consumers,
when Us > 0, all consumers would consider accept SDL. +e
marginal consumer, whose value of assessment vs equals
(αpsi + βTs)/θ, is indifferent to accepting SDL or not at all.
Similarly, only when Ut > 0, the consumers would accept
TPL. +e marginal consumer, whose value of assessment vt

equals αpti + βTt, is indifferent to accepting SDL or not at all.
If Ut ≥Us, all consumers prefer TPL. +e consumer’s val-
uation vst that equals α(pti − psi) + β(Tt − Ts)/1 − θ is in-
different between the two ways. And if the valuation is larger
than vst, they prefer TPL.

3.1. Price Competition with Simultaneous Choices. In this
section, we analyze the situation that two enterprises choose
the same logistics distribution mode. In detail, it analyzes
which parameters will affect the logistics decision-making of
enterprises and how to determine the price accordingly.
Since both firms choose the same logistics distribution
mode, each firm faces price-sensitive demand, which are
assumed as

Di � d − αpi + ηpj,

Dj � d − αpj + ηpi,
(1)

where i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n{ }, j � n + 1 − i, d represents the basic
market demands, and η denotes the demand sensitivities to
its cross price. +e demand function is widely used in
previous studies. When both firms choose the e-commerce
platform SDL mode, the profit function of the firm is

Πsi � psiDsi � psi d − αpsi + ηpsj . (2)

We can solve the above functions to obtain the optimal
decision.

Lemma 1. When both firms choose the e-commerce platform
SDL mode, the optimal price is given by

p
∗
si �

d

2α − η
;Π∗si �

αd
2

(2α − η)
2. (3)

Proof. Let zΠsi/zpsi � d − αpsi + ηpsj − αpsi � 0, so that
psi � d + ηpsj/2α, in the same way psj � d + ηpsi/2α set up
two equations, and we can know that p∗si � p∗sj � d/2α
−ηDsi � d − αpsi + η psj � αd/2α − ηΠsi � psiDi � psi (d −

α psi + ηpsj) � αd2/(2α − η)2.
Lemma 1 implies that, without logistics distribution

differentiation, competitive firms will set the same price, and
it is mainly affected by the price-sensitive parameters of
consumers. We can know that, with the increase of con-
sumer price sensitivity, firms choose to lower their prices to
attract more consumers. Besides, the firm’s price is affected
by its cross price, as the crossed price sensitivity increases,

Firm 1
(Leader)

Firm 2
(Follower)

Consumers

SDL mode TPL mode

Figure 3: Logistics mode followers use TPL.

Firm 1
(Leader)

Firm 2
(Follower)

Consumers

TPL mode SDL mode

Figure 4: Logistics mode leaders use TPL.

Table 1: Notations for the model.

Symbol Descriptions
α Consumers’ price sensitivity
β Consumers’ service sensitivity
θ +e customers’ acceptance of TPL
Ν Consumer valuation
W Cost price shall be paid to the TPL supplier
Η Firm’s demand sensitivities to its cross price
pi A price set of firms (decision variable)
Ta Logistics service level
Π Firm’s profits
Ua Consumer utility
D Demand of consumers
d Basic market demand
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the firm must increase the price to occupy a certain market
share. It is also interesting to note that only when α> η/2,
firms make positive profits. Without loss of generality, we
can get function (4) of the firm’s profit when choosing the
TPL mode:

Πti � pti − w( Dti � pti − w(  d − αpti + ηptj . (4)
□

Lemma 2. When both firms choose the TPL mode, we can
know the optimal decisions:

p
∗
ti �

(2α + η)d +(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
,

Π∗ti �
(2α + η)d +(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
− w  ·

(2α + η)α d +(η − α)(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
.

(5)

Proof. Similarly, let the first derivative of Πti with respect to
pti equal zero. zΠti/zpti � d − 2αpti + ηptj + αw � 0, pti �

d + ηptj + αw/2α in the same way,

ptj �
d + ηpti + αw

2α
; p
∗
ti �

(2α + η)d +(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
,

D
∗
ti �

(2α + η)α d +(η − α)(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
,

Π∗ti � pti − w( Dti �
(2α + η)d +(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
− w 

·
(2α + η)α d +(η − α)(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
.

(6)

When both firms choose TPL, their price strategy is also
affected by the cost factor. Interestingly, despite the increase
in costs, the market demand also increased, which is due to
the monopoly of TPL providers. Firms can get more profit
by setting higher prices. □

Lemma 3. We have p∗ti >p∗si; D∗ti >D∗si; when α< (η + 1)/4,
Π∗ti >Π

∗
si.

Proof. We compare firms’ decisions in two cases. We have
pti − psi � (η + 1)αw/4α2 − η2 > 0, so p∗ti >p∗si. +e same as
before, Dti − Dsi � (η − α)(η + 1)αw/4α2 − η2 > 0, we get

D
∗
ti >D
∗
si,Πti − Πsi �

αd

2α − η
·
(η − α)(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2

+
(η + 1)α − 4α2 + η2 w

4α2 − η2

·
(2α + η)α d +(η − α)(η + 1)αw

4α2 − η2
.

(7)

It is obvious that α d/2α − η · (η − α) (η + 1)αw/4α2 −

η2 > 0 only when [(η + 1)α − 4α2+ η2]w/4α2 − η2·
(2α + η)α d + (η − α)(η + 1)αw/4α2 − η2 > 0, Πti >Πsi.
However, we can know Dti � (2α + η)α d+ (η − α)

(η + 1)αw/4α2 − η2 > 0, so only if α< η + 1/4, Πti >Πsi.
We usually believe that firms choose the e-commerce

platform SDL mode that can save costs and obtain greater
benefits. However, this is not the case. We can see from
Lemma 3 that when firms choose the TPL mode, they set a
higher price to cover the cost. And currently, consumer
demand in the market is greater than that of consumers
who choose the e-commerce platform SDL mode.
When the price sensitivity of consumers and the cross-
price sensitivity of enterprises meet a certain relation-
ship, firms will get more benefits if they choose the TPL
mode. □

Corollary 1. In the case that two competitive firms choose the
same logistics distribution mode, it is more advantageous for
the two firms to choose the TPL mode.

Proof.+rough the comparison in Lemma 3, we find that
when two competitive firms choose the same logistics mode,
they can get higher returns when they choose TPL than when
they choose the e-commerce platform SDL mode.

3.2. Competition with Differentiated Choices. We consider
Stackelberg game, when the two firms make decisions in-
dependently, and each aims to maximize their profit. +e
Stackelberg game decision structure is assumed as follows:
one firm (the leader) decides upon its logistics distribution
mode TL

a and price pL first; and then the other firm (the
follower) chooses its logistics distribution mode TF

a and the
corresponding price pF. We assume that, in the Stackelberg
game, two firms will not choose the same logistics distri-
bution mode. +ere can be only one unique solution to
maximize each firm’s profit if the follower chooses the same
logistics distribution mode. It is given in Section 3.1. If the
leader chooses the e-commerce platform SDL mode, and the
follower chooses the TPL mode, we can estimate the ex-
pected demand for each firm. All consumers whose valua-
tion satisfies UL

s � v − αpL − βTL
s ≥ 0 would buy from the

leader. And if they valuation satisfies
UF

t � θv − αpF − βTF
t ≥ 0, they would consider buying from

the follower. From the consumer’s utility maximization
principle, we can characterize the demand functions (8), as
follows:

D
L
s � 1 −

α p
L

− p
F

  + β T
L
s − T

F
t 

1 − θ
,

D
F
t �

α θp
L

− p
F

  + β θT
L
s − T

F
t 

θ(1 − θ)
.

(8)

Based on the demand functions, we can establish
the profit function (9) of two firms. +e leader’s priority
is to maximize profit ΠL

t by optimally deciding the price
pL:
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ΠL
s � p

L
D

L
s � p

L 1 −
α p

L
− p

F
  + β T

L
s − T

F
t 

1 − θ
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦. (9)

Similarly, the follower will try to maximize profit ΠF
s by

deciding the price as

ΠF
t � p

F
− w D

F
t � p

F
− w 

α θp
L

− p
F

  + β θT
L
s − T

F
t 

θ(1 − θ)
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.

(10)

We derive the equilibrium condition through backward
induction.

Lemma 4. If the leader chooses the e-commerce platform SDL
mode TL

s and the follower chooses the TPL mode TF
t , for a

given pL, the follower would react by choosing a price
pF � θ/2pL + β(θTL

s − TF
t ) + αw/2α; and the leader chooses

price pL � 1 − θ + αpF − β(TL
s − TF

t )/2α to maximize his
profit.

Proof. According to the demand and profit function
established above, we can get ΠL

s � pLDL
s � pL[1 − α(pL −

pF) + β(TL
s − TF

t )/1 − θ] taking the first derivative with re-
spect to pL and setting it equal to 0; then,
zΠL

s /zpL � 1 − θ − 2αpL + αpF − β(TL
s − TF

t )/1 − θ � 0, and
we get pL � 1 − θ + αpF − β(TL

s − TF
t )/2α.

Similarly, ΠF
t � (pF− w)DF

t � (pF − w)[α(θpL − pF)

+β(θTL
s − TF

t )/θ(1 − θ)], taking the first derivative with
respect to pF, and then, zΠF

t /zpF � 0, pF � θ/2
pL + β(θTL

s − TF
t ) + αw/2α.

Lemma 5. Based on Lemma 4, if the leader chooses the
e-commerce platform SDL mode, and the follower chooses the
TPL mode, the optimal prices are given by

p
L∗

�
2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

L
s + T

F
t  + αw

(4 − θ)α
,

p
F∗

�
θ(1 − θ) + βθ T

L
s + T

F
t  + 2 αw − βT

F
t 

(4 − θ)α
.

(11)

We can obtain the demands as

D
L
s �

2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
F
t + T

L
s  + αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)
,

D
F
t �

θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
F
t + θT

L
s  +(θ − 2)αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)θ
.

(12)

7e profits are given by

ΠL∗
s � p

L
D

L
t �

A + β (θ − 2)T
L
s + T

F
t   · A + β (θ − 2)T

F
t + T

L
s  

B
,

ΠF∗
t � p

F
− w D

F
t �

C + β (θ − 2)T
F
t + θT

L
s  

2

θB
,

(13)

where A � 2(1 − θ) + αw, B � (4 − θ)2(1 − θ)α, C �

θ(1 − θ) + (θ − 2)αw

Proof. By backward recursion, pF is substituted into pL:

p
L

�
1 − θ + αp

F
− β T

L
s − T

F
t 

2α

�
2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

L
s + T

F
t  + αw + αθp

L

4α
.

(14)

So,

p
L

�
2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

L
s + T

F
t  + αw

(4 − θ)α
,

p
F

�
θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

F
t + θT

L
s  + 2αw

(4 − θ)α
.

(15)

Based on the price function DL
s � 2(1 − θ) +

β[(θ − 2)TF
t + TL

s ] + αw/(4 − θ)(1 − θ), and, DF
t � θ(1 − θ)

+ β[(θ − 2)TF
t + θTL

s ] + (θ − 2)αw/(4 − θ)((1 − θ)θ). By sub-
stituting the price function and demand function back into the
profit function, two profit models of firms can be obtained.

Lemma 6. Firms’ decisions are influenced by consumer be-
havior. (i) As consumer price sensitivity increases, the two firms
choose to lower their prices. (ii) 7e higher the consumer’s ac-
ceptance of the TPLmode, the greater the demand to the follower.

Proof. For

zp
L

zα
� −

2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
L
s + T

F
t 

(4 − θ)α2
< 0,

zp
F

zα

� −
θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

F
t + θT

L
s 

(4 − θ)α2
< 0

(16)

it is obvious that as consumer price sensitivity increases,
the two firms choose to lower their prices. As the consumer’s
acceptance of the TPL mode increases, consumers prefer to
the TPLmode, and the demand to the follower is higher.+e
leader needs to take certain measures to ensure his own
benefits. □

Lemma 7. When β/α>w/(3 − θ)TF
t − 2TL

s , we have pL >pF;
DL

s >DF
t ; Π

L
s <Π

F
t .

Proof. We have pL − pF � (θ −2)(1 − θ) + β [(θ − 3)

TL
s + 2TF

t ] + αw/(4 − θ)α, only when β[(θ − 3)TL
s +

2TF
t ] + αw> (2 − θ)(1 − θ)> 0, which means that β/α>w/

(3 − θ)TF
t − 2TL

s pL >pF;DL
s − DF

t � θ(1 − θ) + β(θ − 1) (θ−

2)TF
t + 2αw/(4 − θ)(1 − θ)θ > 0,. So, DL

s >DF
t ; Clearly,

ΠL
s <Π

F
t .

Lemma 7 has several important managerial implications.
Firms need to consider consumer behavior when making
their pricing and logistics decisions. When β/α>w/
[(3 − θ)TF

t − 2TL
s ], to occupy more market shares and obtain

higher profits, the leader chooses to set higher prices. +e
leaders have certain decision-making advantages, and they
can take the lead in choosing favorable pricing and logistics
strategies. Without loss of generality, we can characterize the
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demand functions the same as before. If the leader chooses
the TPL mode, and the follower chooses the SDL mode, the
consumer’s utility is UL

t � θv − αpL − βTL
t , UF

s � v−

αpF − βTF
s . +e demand functions are as follows: DL

t � α(θ
pF − pL) + β(θTF

s − TL
t )/θ(1 − θ), DF

s � 1 − α (pF − pL)

+β(TF
s − TL

t )/1 − θ.
Similarly, the leader’s profit is ΠL

t � (pL − w)

α(θpF − pL) + β(θTF
s − TL

t )/θ(1 − θ), and the follower’s
profit is ΠF

s � pF[1 − α(pF − pL) +β(TF
s − TL

t )/1 − θ]. □

Lemma 8. If the leader chooses the TPL mode TL
t , and the

follower chooses the e-commerce platform SDL mode TF
s , the

leader sets his price as pL � θ/2pF + β(θTF
s − TL

t ) + αw/2α,
and the follower would react by choosing a price as
pF � 1 − θ + αpL − β(TF

s − TL
t )/2α

Proof. Same to the Proofs above, we get
ΠL

t � (pL − w)[α(θpF − pL) + β(θTF
s − TL

t )/θ(1 − θ)], tak-
ing the first derivative with respect to pL and setting it equal
to 0; then, zΠL

t /zpL � 0
αθpF − 2αpL + β(θTF

s − TL
t ) + αw/θ(1 − θ) � 0, pL � θ/2

pF + β(θTF
s − TL

t ) + αw/2α; similarly, ΠF
s � pFDF

s � pF

[1 − α(pF − pL) + β(TF
s − TL

t )/1 − θ], taking the first deriv-
ative with respect to pF and setting it equal to 0; then,
zΠF

s /zpF � 1 − θ − 2αpF + αpL − β(TF
s − TL

t )/1 − θ � 0, pF

� 1 − θ + αpL − β(TF
s − TL

t )/2α. □

Lemma 9. If the leader chooses the TPL mode TL
t , and the

follower chooses the e-commerce platform SDL mode TF
s , the

optimal prices are given by

p
L∗

�
θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

L
t + θT

F
s  + 2αw

(4 − θ)α
,

p
F∗

�
2(1 − θ) + β T

L
t +(θ − 2)T

F
s  + αw

(4 − θ)α
.

(17)

We can obtain the demands as

D
L
t �

θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
L
t + θT

F
s  +(θ − 2)αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)θ
,

D
F
s �

2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
L
t + T

F
s  + αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)
.

(18)

7e profits are given by

ΠL∗
t �

C + β (θ − 2)T
L
t + θT

F
s  

2

θB
,

ΠF∗
s �

A + β (θ − 2)T
F
s + T

L
t   A + β (θ − 2)T

L
t + T

F
s  

B
.

(19)

Proof. By backward recursion, pL is substituted into pF,

p
F

�
2(1 − θ) + αθp

F
+ β T

L
t +(θ − 2)T

F
s  + αw

4α
. (20)

So

p
F

�
2(1 − θ) + β T

L
s +(θ − 2)T

F
s  + αw

(4 − θ)α
,

p
L

�
θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T

L
t + θT

F
s  + 2αw

(4 − θ)α
.

(21)

Based on the price function,

D
L
t �

θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
L
t + θT

F
s  +(θ − 2)αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)θ
,

D
F
s �

2(1 − θ) + β (θ − 2)T
L
t + T

F
s  + αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)
.

(22)

By substituting the price function and demand function
back into the profit function, two profit models of firms can
be obtained. □

Lemma 10. When β< (2 − θ)(1 − θ) − αw/ (θ − 3)

TL
t + 2TF

s , then, pL <pF; DL
t <DF

s ; DL
t <DF

s .

Proof. We can know that pF − pL � (2 − θ)(1 − θ)+

β[(3 − θ)TL
t − 2TF

s ] − αw, only when β< (2 − θ)(1 − θ)

−αw/(θ − 3)TL
t + 2TF

s , and we have pF − pL > 0, pF >pL;
DF

s − DL
t � θ(1 − θ)+ β[(θ − 1)(θ − 2) TL

t ] + 2αw> 0, which
means DF

s >DL
t ;

Clearly, ΠL
t >Π

F
s .

If the leader chooses the TPL mode (TL
t ), and the fol-

lower chooses the e-commerce platform SDLmode (TF
s ), the

follower sets his pricing strategies based on the leader’s
strategy. Considering the behavioral factors of consumers,
when the price and service sensitivity, as well as the channel
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sensitivity, satisfy a certain relationship, the follower sets a
higher price than the leader according to the market con-
ditions to obtain more profit. □

Lemma 11. If β> αw + (θ − 2)(1 − θ)/(3 − θ)Tt − 2Ts,
pL

s >pL
t ; DL

s >DL
t ; Π

L
s <Π

L
t .

Proof. pL
s − pL

t � (2 − θ)(1 − θ) + β[(3 − θ)Tt − 2Ts]− αw/
(4 − θ)α; only when β> αw + (θ − 2)(1 − θ)/ (3 − θ)Tt

−2Ts, pL
s − pL

t > 0, pL
s >pL

t ; DL
s >DL

t , DL
s − DL

t � θ(1 − θ) +

β[(θ − 1)(θ − 2)Tt] + 2αw/(4 − θ) (1 − θ) θ> 0. Clearly,
ΠL

s <Π
L
t . □

Lemma 12. If β> αw + (θ − 2)(1 − θ)/(3 − θ)Tt − 2Ts,
pF

s >pF
t ; DF

s >DF
t ; Π

F
s <Π

F
t .

Proof.

p
F
s − p

F
t �

(2 − θ)(1 − θ) + β (3 − θ)Tt − 2Ts  − αw

(4 − θ)α
,

β>
αw +(θ − 2)(1 − θ)

(3 − θ)Tt − 2Ts

,

p
F
s − p

F
t > 0, p

F
s >p

F
t ,

D
F
s − D

F
t �

θ(1 − θ) + β (θ − 1)(θ − 2)Tt  + 2αw

(4 − θ)(1 − θ)θ
> 0,

D
F
s >D

F
t ,

ΠF
s <Π

F
t .

(23)

From Lemmas 11 and 12, we can see that, in the
Stackelberg game, we consider the consumer behavior
factor, when the leader chooses the e-commerce platform
SDL mode, and the follower chooses the TPL mode, which
is more beneficial to the leader. When the leader chooses
the TPL mode, the follower chooses the e-commerce
platform SDL mode, which is more beneficial to the
follower. □

Corollary 2. Under the Stackelberg game scenario, we believe
that competitive e-commerce firms tend to choose the TPL
mode to obtain higher profits.

Proof. From Propositions 5 and 6, it is obvious thatΠL
s >Π

L
t ;

ΠF
s >Π

F
t . Under the Stackelberg game scenario, competitive

e-commerce firms tend to choose the e-commerce platform
SDL mode to obtain higher profits. □

3.3. Parametric Analysis. +is paper examines the pricing
and logistics strategies of competitive e-commerce firms
considering consumer behavior. In this section, we discuss
how consumer behavioral and other factors influence the
decisions of competitive firms. We assume that consumers
have price sensitivity α; service sensitivity β; and acceptance

of the TPL mode is θ, θ ∈ (0, 1). +e demand sensitivities to
its cross price are η. +e cost price that shall be paid to the
TPL supplier is w. Under the two firms with simultaneous
choices scenario, we believe that there is only price com-
petition between the two firms and consider the price
sensitivity of consumers.

Corollary 3. When both firms choose the e-commerce
platform SDL mode, as the price sensitivity of consumers (α)
increases, the profits of two firms (Πsi) will decrease. As the
price competition between enterprises (η) increases, the profits
of two firms (Πsi) will increase.

Proof. When both firms choose the e-commerce platform
SDL mode,

zΠsi

zα
� −

d
2
(2α + η)

2α − η
< 0;

zΠsi

zη
�

2ηαd
2

(2α − η)
3 > 0. (24)

□

Corollary 4. When both firms choose the TPL mode, as the
price sensitivity of consumers α increases, the profits of the two
firms Πti will decrease. As the price competition between
enterprises η increases, the profits of two firms Πti will
increase.

Proof. When both firms choose TPL mode,

zΠti

zα
� −

2d

(2α − η)
2 < 0;

zΠti

zη
> 0. (25)

Under the Stackelberg game scenario, there are not only
the price and service sensitivity of consumers, but also the
logistics channels preferences of consumers, when the leader
chooses the e-commerce platform SDL mode TL

s and the
follower chooses the TPL mode TF

t . □

Corollary 5. As consumer price sensitivity increases, both
firms will reduce their prices. For the leader, when
Tt/Ts > 2 − θ, as consumer service sensitivity β increases, the
leader will set higher prices. For the follower, when
Tt/Ts < θ/2 − θ, as consumer service sensitivity β increases,
the follower will set higher prices.

Proof. We have

zp
L

zβ
�

(θ − 2)T
L
s + T

F
t

(4 − θ)α
,
zp

F

zβ
�

(θ − 2)T
F
t + θT

L
s

(4 − θ)α
. (26)

For the leader, when Tt/Ts > 2 − θ, zpL/zβ> 0, as con-
sumer service sensitivity (β) increases, the leader will set
higher prices. For the follower, when Tt/Ts < θ/2 − θ,
zpF/zβ> 0 as consumer service sensitivity (β) increases, the
follower will set higher prices.

If the leader chooses the TPL mode TL
t , the follower will

choose the e-commerce platform SDL mode (TF
s ). □

Corollary 6. As consumer price sensitivity increases, both
firms will reduce their prices. For the leader, when
Tt/Ts < θ/2 − θ, as consumer service sensitivity β increases,
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the leader will set higher prices. For the follower, when
Tt/Ts > 2 − θ, as consumer service sensitivity β increases, the
follower will set higher prices.

Proof. If the leader chooses the TPL mode, and the follower
chooses the e-commerce platform SDL mode, we have
zpL/zβ � (θ − 2)TL

t + θTF
s /(4 − θ)α, zpF/zβ � (θ − 2)TF

s +

TL
t /(4 − θ)α. For the leader, when Tt/Ts < θ/2 − θ, zpL/zβ> 0

as consumer service sensitivity β increases, the leader will set
higher prices. For the follower, when Tt/Ts > 2 − θ,
zpF/zβ> 0 as consumer service sensitivity β increases, the
follower will set higher prices. □

4. Numerical Analyses

In this section, we present a numerical analysis to test the
previous inference and explore some properties. To explore
the pricing and logistics policies in competitive e-commerce
firms, we put forward the parameters value in Section 4.1 to
make a mapping analysis in Section 4.2 to illustrate the
influence of parameters on pi, Di,Πi.

4.1. Basic Parameters. In numerical analysis, we considered
that there was completely competitive market, and the total
market share is 1. E-commerce firms compete between the
market shares by choosing pricing and logistics strategies.
We consider two different competitive scenarios, one of
which is the simultaneous decision scenario, and the other is
the Stackelberg game scenario. Under the simultaneous
decision scenario, we only consider the consumer price
sensitivity factor, as well as competitive factor among
e-commerce firms. Without loss of generality, we set basic
market demand d � 10; cost price shall be paid to the TPL
supplier w � 5; the consumer price sensitivity factor
α ∈ (0, 1); the competitive factor among e-commerce firms
η ∈ (0, 1). Under the Stackelberg game scenario, there are
not only behavioral factors of consumers, but also compe-
tition among logistics distribution modes. Consumers have
price sensitivity α ∈ (0, 1); service sensitivity β ∈ (0, 1); and
acceptance of the TPL mode is θ, θ ∈ (0, 1). We assume that
the logistics service level Ts � 5, Tt � 7, θ � 0.8.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis. +is section analyzes the influence
of price sensitivity coefficient, service sensitivity coefficient
and competition factors on e-commerce enterprise price
strategy, consumer demand, and enterprise optimal profit
under different scenarios. In the part of numerical cases,
Matlab is used for numerical analysis. In the previous
analysis, we can know that consumer behavior and com-
petition between enterprises and game order have a great
impact on the decision-making of e-commerce enterprises.
+is paper divides consumer behavior into price sensitivity,
service sensitivity, and acceptance of logistics mode. We plot
the relationship between sensitivity and price, consumer
demand, and corporate income and further analyze their
trends and impacts. In addition, this paper further discusses
the impact of e-commerce enterprise’s price and logistics

decision-making on enterprise income under different game
situations.

First, we can draw the price strategies and revenue
situation of two competitive e-commerce firms when they
choose different logistics distribution modes, respectively,
under the simultaneous decision-making situation. After
that, we discuss the influence of decision-making order of
two e-commerce firms on price and logistics strategies under
the situation of Stackelberg game. Finally, sensitivity analysis
is conducted on each parameter to explore the influence of
consumer behavior on the pricing and logistics policies of
competitive e-commerce firms.

From the Figures 5(a) and 5(b), we can get the price
decisions and revenue change trend of two competitive
e-commerce firms under the simultaneous decision-making
situation. Figures describe the price decision changes of two
firms when they simultaneously choose the e-commerce
platform SDL mode and TPL. To fit the situation, we
consider the right half of the image. +e change trend of the
two images is basically the same. With the increase of
consumer price sensitivity, firms choose to lower their prices
to attract more consumers.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the demand functions in the
simultaneous decision situation. Under the simultaneous
decision situation, only price competition exists among
firms. Consumer demand is only affected by factors re-
lated to price. From Figure 6, we can see that the change
trend of consumer demand is basically the same as Fig-
ure 5. When the price sensitivity of consumers increases, it
means that consumers pay more attention to price
changes, and their willingness to pay will decrease, thus
affecting their demand.

Interestingly, we can find from Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
that, under the two logistics modes, the profits of the two
firms show a fission trend of increasing first and then de-
creasing. When the price sensitivity of consumers and the
cross-price sensitivity of firms are lower than a certain
threshold, the income of two firms increases sharply after a
gentle increase. When the parameters exceed the threshold
value, the profit of the firms decreases sharply and then
decreases gently. +e profit functions in the middle interval
have a linear relationship with the sensitivity parameters. No
matter what kind of logistics mode a firm chooses, it hopes to
find this threshold to maximize its benefits. Meanwhile, all
other parameters remain the same, and as the price sensi-
tivity of consumers increases, the profits of two firms will
decrease; as the price competition between enterprises in-
creases, the profits of two firms will increase.

Similarly, Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the price strategies
and profits comparison. As the crossed price sensitivity
increases, namely, the competition intensity between two
firms increases, firms choose to increase their prices to
ensure their competitive advantages and occupy the dom-
inant position in the market. In Figure 8(a), we further
compare the price strategies of different logistics modes.
Obviously, when the two firms choose the TPL mode, the
price set by them is higher than that of the e-commerce
platform SDLmode, which is due to the need of outsourcing
costs. We also compare the two profit functions in
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Figure 8(b). It can be seen that the revenue of choosing third-
party logistics before functional fission is higher than that of
choosing independent distribution model of e-commerce
platform. After the fission, the profit of choosing the TPL is
in the absolute advantage at the beginning and then lower

than that of the SDL. In general, it is more advantageous for
firms to choose TPL rather than SDL.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the price strategies under the
Stackelberg game. We discuss the decision-making of
e-commerce firms in the context of the Stackelberg game. In
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the previous paper, we analyzed two decision sequences of
two e-commerce firms in the Stackelberg game. One is that
the leading firm chooses SDL, and the follower chooses TPL.
+e other is that the leading firm chooses the TPL, and the
follower firm chooses SDL. If the leader chooses the
e-commerce platform SDL mode, the follower will choose
the TPLmode.We can see from Figure 9 that the behavior of
consumers has a great impact on the decision-making of
firms. Figure 9(a) shows that when the leading firm chooses
SDL, with the increase of consumer price sensitivity, the
price strategy of firm presents a downward trend. At the
same time, when other parameters remain unchanged, with
the increase of consumer service sensitivity, consumers pay
less attention to price changes, and firms can slightly in-
crease their prices. Figure 9(b) represents the price decision
of the following firm. +e follower tends to react according
to the decisions of the leaders. In the figure, prices of firms
follow the trend of growth, because when the leading firm

reduces prices, to ensure the balance of the market, the
following firm will increase its prices accordingly. By
comparing the price strategies of the two firms, we find that
the price set by the leader is higher than that of the follower
at the beginning, and then with the increase of consumer
price sensitivity, the price of the leader will gradually be
lower than that of the follower. Consumer demand is
showing the same trend.

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the price strategies and
profits comparison. Similarly, we have compared the profits
of the two firms, and it is obvious that the follower who
chooses the TPL mode benefits much more than the leader
who chooses the SDLmode. Although the leader of the firms
occupies the priority to choose, the follower firm can make
the best response according to the leader’s decision. Showing
the advantage of late mover. In addition, the choice of TPL
mode to a certain extent occupies the price advantage, which
can attract more consumers. If the leader chooses the TPL
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mode, the follower will choose the e-commerce platform
SDL mode. When the leading firm chooses the TPL mode,
and the follower firm chooses the SDL mode, we also make a
comparative analysis of price strategies and profit. As can be
seen from Figure 10, when the leading firm chooses the TPL,
and the follower firm chooses the SDL, their price strategies
and benefits are exactly interchangeable with the former
decision-making situation. +e price setting of the leading
firm presents an upward trend with the increase of consumer
price sensitivity, and the corresponding follower firm
presents a downward trend. +e earnings of the leader grow
faster than those of the follower. By comprehensively
comparing the two different logistics strategies of two
competitive e-commerce firms in the context of the
Stackelberg game, we can find that no matter what the
decision-making order is, firms that choose the TPL mode
tend to have higher profits. In addition, the decision-making
of e-commerce firms is affected by the factors of consumer
behavior, which plays a decisive role in the market demand.

5. Conclusions

+is paper considers the pricing and logistics policies in
competitive e-commerce firms. +ere are two logistics
distribution modes with service competition: the e-com-
merce platform self-distribution mode and third-party lo-
gistics mode. When determining their pricing and logistics
strategies, e-commerce firms need to consider not only the
behavioral factors of consumers, but also the competitive-
ness among firms. Motivated by previous literature that
seldom used models to study logistics selection, and the
factors considered are relatively simple, we develop a model
with consumer behavior under the simultaneous decision
situation and Stackelberg game. We analyze the pricing and
logistics strategies change trend of e-commerce firms under
different decision-making situations and find out the opti-
mal strategy for e-commerce firms. First, we consider the
price game between two firms in the simultaneous decision

situation. We analyze the price strategy and revenue change
of two firms when they choose the same logistics mode.
+en, under the Stackelberg game, we consider the price
sensitivity and service sensitivity of consumers to establish
the consumer utility model. Based on the utility model, we
get the consumer demand function. Finally, we propose
numerical analysis to identify our models. Based on our
research, some main conclusions are obtained as follows:

(1) Consumer behavior factors have a great impact on
the decision-making of e-commerce firms; not only
that, but the competitiveness between e-commerce
firms also has an impact on their decision-making.

(2) Under different decision-making situations, the
price strategies of e-commerce firms are different,
and the game right relationship among channel
members has great influence on decision-making.

(3) In general, no matter what decision-making situa-
tion the two firms are in, the TPL mode makes
e-commerce firms more convenient and profitable.
+is is consistent with the fact that a large number of
firms choose logistics outsourcing in real life.

+ere are some limitations in this paper. Firstly, more
factors can be considered in the choice of logistics mode and
pricing strategies among competitive e-commerce firms.
Secondly, we only consider the sensitivity of the consumer
and ignore other characteristics of the customer. +irdly, a
large amount of actual data is needed to further verify the
completeness and applicability of the conclusion. +erefore,
further research can be done based on this paper.
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